August 9, 2022

Honorable Erica Barker
Secretary
Postal Regulatory Commission
901 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 200
Washington, DC 20268-0001

Dear Ms. Barker:

In connection with the Postal Regulatory Commission’s rules pertaining to periodic reports, 39 C.F.R. § 3055, the United States Postal Service (Postal Service) encloses copies of the following reports for Quarter 3 of FY 2022:

1. Quarterly Performance for Single-Piece First-Class Mail® Letters and Cards
2. Quarterly Performance for Single-Piece First-Class Mail® International
3. Quarterly Performance for First Class™ Flats
4. Quarterly Performance for Presort First Class™ Letters/Postcards
5. Quarterly Performance for Periodicals
6. Quarterly Performance for Media Mail®/Library Mail
7. Quarterly Performance for Special Services
8. Quarterly Performance for Bound Printed Matter Parcels
9. Quarterly Performance for Bound Printed Matter Flats
10. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® Carrier Route
11. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® High Density and Saturation Letters
12. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® High Density and Saturation Flats/Parcels
13. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® Letters
14. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® Flats
15. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® Mixed Letters
16. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® Mixed Flats/Parcels
17. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® Every Door Direct Mail – Retail™
18. Quarterly Performance for USPS Marketing Mail® Parcels
19. Exclusion Reason Breakdown

These reports are provided as electronic versions. The Postal Service also includes a copy of the service performance reports posted on usps.com, which present the products in a more aggregated format. The reports related to Special Services present results broken down by the Postal Service’s current organizational structure of four Areas and 50 Districts. Displaying these reports based on the Postal Service’s legacy Areas and Districts has proven challenging to maintain; this would require costly and
time-consuming material changes to certain reporting systems. All the other reports present results broken down by the Postal Service’s legacy seven Areas and 67 Districts.¹

Please feel free to contact me at (202) 268-7515 if further information would be helpful.

Sincerely,

/s/ CMO

Christopher M. O’Connell
Attorney, Global Business & Service Development

Enclosures

¹ Order Granting Extension of Time and Providing Additional Instruction Regarding Future Reports, Periodic Reports, March 8, 2021 (Order No. 5844). The Postal Service began to implement a new organizational structure for the new operating unit of Logistics and Processing Operations in late FY 2020. Under the current structure, the legacy seven geographic “Areas,” insofar as mail processing operations are concerned, are now divided into two Regions and 13 Divisions.